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A B S T R A C T

The magnetic properties of a model consisting of an elec-

tron gas, interacting by excr *ge with van Vleck ions, under

the action of a crystal field, -fi» studied in the narrow band

limit. Iso-T,. curves (in the plane of the interaction parame-

ters), ionic and electronic magnetizations and susceptibiliti-

es versus temperature, as well as the magnetic specific heat,

are obtained for several values of exchange and crystal field

paramaters.

Les proprietés magnetiques d'un modele dans lequel un gaz

d'electrons se couple par échange avec des ions v^n Vleck dans

un champ cristallin sont etudies dans la limite de bande étroj^

te. Dans le plan des parametres des interactions» on obtient des

courbes iso-Tc. Les aimantations, susceptibilites et chaleurs

specifiques magnetiques, ionique et electronique, sont Studies

en fonction de la temperature pour plusieurs valeur des paramje

três d1 échange et de champ o x t a i l in.



1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of onset of magnetic order in a system of

rare-earth ions, which under the action of a crystal field have

the ground state splitted into two singlet levels, interacting

by direct exchange, has been studied in several approximations

(molecular field, RPA, etc.) in the literature [1,2).

Explicit consideration for the magnetic role of the con-

duction electrons is usually emphasized in the heavy rare-earth

intermetailics, where however crystal field effects are less

relevant than in the case of light ones [3,4].

In this work we discuss the magnetic behaviour of singlejt

"Singlet levels coupled via exchange to an electron gas in the

narrow band limit. This limi'- seems interesting in the sense

that it represents the opposite limit of the parabolic electnm

ic density of states considered in previous works [5,6],We coji

centrate on the temperature dependence of the magnetizations, sus-

ceptibilities and magnetic specific heats of the ionic and e-

lectronic counterparts. The paper goes as follows: in section

2, we introduce the Hamiltom'an and specify the physical quan-

tities to be computed; in section 3 the magnetic state equa-

tions, from which the critical temperature, magnetizations vejr

sus tempera turo (T<T ) and susceptibilities are presented, and

expressions for the magnet-specific heats are obtained.Finally

(section), numerical results are presented and commented.
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2k FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The model Hamilton!an is

i

The first term refers to the conduction electrons, thev se£

ond to the ions (where A is the energy difference between the

two levels), the third is the exchange interaction and the last

1$ the magnetic interaction. A more detailed description is gw

en in [5"j.

We want to compute (in the narrow band limit):

1 - the dependency of the critical temperature on the ex-

change and crystal field parameters;

2 - the temperature dependence of the ionic and electronic

magnetizations and susceptibilities;

3 - the temperature dependence of the magnetic specific

heats of the electronic and ionic counter-parts.

3. MAGNETIC STATE EQUATIONS

In the molecular field approximation, the system of equa-

tions which relate the magnet,zations and the chemical potentj[

«1 to the temperature, to the external magnetic field,and

to the parameters of the mode1 were derived in [5],

1/2
_ i Jç+4(ga)2uRH !(Jç)2+4Aa|

<SZ>= ^ —^ tanh ~ (2)
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(3)

H - Zf(E k tM(E k i) (4)

where E k o= E|(-Jo<S
z>-ougH(o=+ or * when used as indice and +

as coefficient), J and A are the exchange and the crystal field

parameters, a is the non-dingonal matrix element of the angu-

lar momentum between the two singlet levels, <* > and <S > are

the electronic and the ionic spin magnetization and r,= 2<4 >.

In the limit Ek= E for every k of the Brillouin zone,

equations 2 and 3 reduce to

(5)

expB [E0-(u+ü<Sz>-niBH)1+l

expB|Eo-(v+J<Sz>+uBH)]+l

A p h y s i c a l s o l u t i o n {r,<_}) o f ( 5 ) a n d ( 6 ) i s g i v e n by

ç 3 tanh(

(6)

Equations (2) and (7) allow us to obtain <SZ> and ç versus r

as a function of the magnet field and the parameters A and

J. In other words (2) and (7) are our margnetic state equations.

For H=0, in the limit T*T , one obtains

4- • t""1 -?êr
B C
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From equation (8) we can compute iso-T curves in the plane

AxJ(see next sect ion).

For T>T , in the l imi t H->0, one has

(9)
UBH

J(2<SZ>)

Jç

J

[8(ga)2 -

•V

J

2A/J

V/J

A/J

1

2A/J

4 + JÍSEÚL tanh

tanh •

> - *

tanh

A/J

2kBT/J

- I tanh •

A/J

2kBT/J

A/J
2kgT/J

(10)

£ tanh - A & -
A/0 ^!

The magnetic specific heat foi the electronic and ionic coun-

terparts are derived from the relat ion Cu= -T(-2—1—)u , F = -k0TlnZ.
H 'dr?

 m B
The ionic specific heat expression (derived in [5 ] ) is

1 6 = 4kBT

The electronic specific -eat is obtained using

Ze*.exp[-eJ<Sz>J + exp[BJ<Sz>| (12)

one obtains

O. . iílSflil sech> -ííS!» (13)
" KBT' kBT

Expressions 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 are numerically analyzed

In the next section.



4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMMENTS

The relative role of A and J on the critical temperature

is conveniently displayed by equal-T curves in the J x A

plane. Fig.l shows these curve, for kgTc = O.l eV, 0. 5eV and 1.0 eV.

One notes that these curves are quite insensitive to the pa-

rameter A,

The temperature dependence of magnetizations and inverse

of the susceptibilities for several values of A/0 are given in

figures 2a, 2b and 2c. One notes that the ioni: magnetization

2<SZ> is always less than 1.0, and decreases when A/J increases.

Deviations of Curie-Weiss law increases for greater values of

A/J. Figure 2d compares the electronic magnetization and su^

ceptibility of our results with the pure Stoner model, in the

narrow band limit, for the same T and shows that in our case

the electronic magnetizations is newer greater than the corre

sponding pure Stoner model.

Figure 3a and 3b show the temperature dependence of the

magnetic specific heat (MSH) for the ionic and electronic count

er parts for several values of /J. It is interesting to note

that the maximum value of the f--.-H is independent of A/J; for

T>T MSH is zero for the electronic, but not for the ionic MSH.
mm C

The width in temperature in which the MSH is relevant depends

on the A/J, particularly in the ionic case.



FIGUFE CAPTION

Fig.7 - Equi-Tc curves in the plane JxA for kgT^ O.I eV, 0.5 eV

and 1.0 eV.

Fig.2a - Temperature dependence of the electronic magnetization

and inverse of suscepbility for -j-= 1.0(curve 1), -y-

=0.5 (curve 2) and A/J=0.1 (curve 3).

Fig.2b - Temperature dependence of the ionic magnetization and

inverse of susceptibility for the same values of A/J of

Fig.2a.

Fig.2c - Temperature dependence of the total magnetization and

inverse of the total susceptibility. The drawing was

done using (gjt)2=2.

Fig.2d - Temperature dependence of electronic magnetization and

inverse of susceptibility of a pure stones model with

—j-= 0.42 (curve 2) ̂ nd for our case with A/J = 0,5

(curve 1). The choice of the parameters was done in

order that curves 1 and 2 have the same TQ.

Fig.3a - Ionic magnetic specific heat versus temperature fo -

A/J= 0u5(curve 1) and A/J* 0.1(curve 2).

Fig.3b - Electronic magnetic specific heat versus temperatu

f o r A/J* 1;0( curve 1 ) , A/J= 0.5(curve 2) and A/J= 0 1

(curve 3 ) .
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